
September 19. 2012 

.-\lfred M. Pollard. General Counsel 
Attention: Comments!RIN 2590-AA45 
Federal Housing Finance Agency 
Fourth Floor. 1700 G Street. N.W. 
Washington. DC 20552 

lU KarsonCollateral 

Re: Margin and Capital Requirements for Covered Swap Entities, FHF A RlN 2590-AA45 

Dear Mr. Pollard: 

We refer to our letter to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") and 
several prudential regulatory agencies1 jointly (the "Joint Agencies"), dated March 26.2012 (the 
"March Letter"), regarding proposed rules for margin on uncleared swaps for swap dealers and 
major swap participants (the "Proposed Rules").2 

The CFTC reopened the comment period with respect to its Proposed Rules, in light of a 
consultative document issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the Board of 
the International Organization of Securities Commissions concerning key principles and 
requirements relating to margin for non-centrally-cleared derivatives (the "BIS/IOSCO Proposed 
Requirements").3 Considering this, we have submitted an additional letter to the CFTC, dated 
September 13, 2012 (the "Supplemental Letter"), to supplement our March Letter. 

Because the FHFA was an addressee ofthe March Letter, and because the CFTC and 
several of the Joint Agencies participated in the development ofthe BIS/IOSCO Proposed 
Requirements,4 we have enclosed a copy of the Supplemental Letter. Please treat this as part of 
the comment file relating to RlN 2590-AA45. 

Yours tr.ply, · , 

/; I( 

~/ 
' Derrell Hendrix 

1 The prudential regulatory agencies are the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ("Board"), the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC"), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC"), the 

·Federal Housing Finance Agency ("FHFA"), and the Farm Credit Administration ("FCA"). 
2 The Proposed Rules are included in Margin and Capital Requirements for Covered Swap Entities, Board Docket 
No. R-1415. Docket No. OCC-20 1 t-0008. FDIC R1N 3064-AD79. FHFA R1N 2590-AA45, FCA RIN 3052-AC69, 
76 Fed. Reg. 27564 (May I I , 2011) and Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap Dealers and Major 
Swap Participants, CFTC R1N 3038-AC97, 76 Fed. Reg. 23732 (April28, 201 1). 
3 The BIS/ IOSCO Proposed Requirements are included in the consultative document entitled "Margin requirements 
for non-centtally-cleared derivatives," issued in July 2012 by the BIS and IOSCO for comment by September 28, 
2012. 
4 See id (the CFTC, the Board, the OCC and the FDIC were members of the working group that developed the 
BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements; the Board was a co-chair of such working group). 



September 13. 2012 

David A. Stawick. Secretary 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
1155 21st Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20581 

KarsonCollateral 

Re: Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap Dealers and Major Swap 
Participants, CFTC RIN 3038-AC97 

Dear Mr. Stawick: 

We refer to our letter to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("'CFTC"') and the 
several prudential regulatory agencies' jointly (the '·Joint Agencies"), dated March 26, 2012 (the 
attached "March Letter"), which speaks to proposed rules for margin on uncleared swaps for 
swap dealers and major swap participants, subject to the respective jurisdictions of the CFTC and 
the Joint Agencies (the ·•Proposed Rules").2 We understand that the CFTC has reopened the 
comment period with respect to its Proposed Rules, as outlined in CFTC RIN 3038-AC97. in 
light of the proposals discussed in a consultative document issued by the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision ('·BCBS") and the Board of the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions ("IOSCO"') concerning key principles and requirements relating to margin for non
centrally-cleared derivatives (the '·BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements'').3 We also understand 
that the CFTC and several of the Joint Agencies participated in the development of the 
BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements.4 Therefore, we are submitting a separate letter to BCBS 
and IOSCO concerning the BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements, and we also wish to supplement 
our March Letter, in light of such proposed requirements. to further support the treatment of 
Karson Collateral"s K-Notes (U.S. patent # 7,769.655) ('"K-Notes") as eligible collateral under 
the Proposed Rules. 

In response to questions raised in the CFTC and Joint Agency releases accompanying the 
Proposed Rules, our March Letter focused on the recognition of asset-backed or guaranteed 

1 The prudential regulatory agencies are the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ('"Board"), the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (''OCC"'), the federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ('"FDIC'), the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency. and the Farm Credit Administration. 
2 The Proposed Rules are included in Margin and Capital Requirements for Covered Swap Entities. Board Docket 
No. R- 1415. Docket No. OCC-20 l l-0008. FDIC RIN 3064-AD79. FHF A R1N 2590-AA45. FCA R1N 3052-AC69. 
76 Fed. Reg. 27564 (May I I. 2011) and Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap Dealers and Major 
Swap Participants, CFTC RlN 3038-AC97, 76 Fed. Reg. 23732 (April 28, 2011 ). 
> The BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements are included in lhe consultative document entitled '·Margin requirements 
for non-centrally-cleared derivatives." issued in July 2012 by the BIS and IOSCO for comment by September 28, 
2012. 
4 See hi. (the CFTC, the Board, the OCC and the FDIC were members of the working group that developed the 
BJS/ IOSCO Proposed Requirements; rhe Board was a co-chair of such working group). We are providing the Joint 
Agencies with copies of this Jetter. 



KarsonCollateral 
secunttes as acceptable margin and offered fundamental criteria for such securities. The 
BlS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements seem to refme the asset-backed or guaranteed securities 
universe by specific reference to covered bonds. We believe that the BIS/IOSCO Proposed 
Requirements provide flexibility in a number of respects that would be welcome if integrated 
into the Proposed Rules. Above alL however. we urge the CFTC to endorse ··high quality 
covered bonds" as acceptable collateral that meets all requirements of its Proposed Rules and, 
further. to clarify that purpose-built obligations such as K-Notes are within the ambit of .. high 
quality covered bonds'' and in fact establish a useful paradigm for such "high qua1ity covered 
bonds,'· as described below. 

The BISIIOSCO Proposed Requirements have identified "high quality covered bonds," 
among other types of assets, as an example of eligible collateral that satisfies the key principles 
of (i) high liquidity, (ii) the ability to hold value in times of fmancial stress after accounting for 
risk-appropriate haircuts to mitigate credit. market and FX risks, and (iii) protection against 
''wrong way risk.,. the susceptibility of an asset pool to adverse correlation with a counterparty · s 
credit risk (each a .. Kev Principle" and together the ''Key Principles"). Generally speaking, 
covered bonds are debt securities that offer dual recourse. Bondholders not only have recourse to 
the issuer of the bonds, but they also have full, first priority recourse to a '·cover pool" of assets 
that are subject to haircuts. These assets are commonly in the form of mortgage loans or public 
sector loans. and are in some instances held by a bankruptcy-remote special purpose entity. Thus, 
from a credit evaluation perspective. 5 the quality of a covered bond depends in large part on the 
quality of its cover pool, but because of the dual recourse nature of covered bonds, the issuer's 
creditworthiness is also relevant. Together. both of these factors are a proxy for the ultimate 
assessment as to the bondholder's probability of recovery in the event of the issuer's default. 

Although it is clear that a higher probability of recovery equates to a high quality covered 
bond. the BIS/lOSCO Proposed Requirements are not specific with respect to the definition of 
"high quality covered bonds." Presumably. in jurisdictions with established statutory frameworks 
in respect of covered bonds,6 covered bonds satisfying such statutory requirements are implicitly 
of high quality. However. in jurisdictions where covered bond issuances are non-regulated and 
contractually based (such as the U.S.), the determination of high quality ""ill need more 
guidance.7 We therefore will request BIS and lOSCO to include in their final requirements 
guidelines for what constitute ''high quality covered bonds," whether or not subject to a statutory 
program. K-Notes should fall within such guidelines. 

~ See, e.g. the "Purposes and Procedures Manuar· of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
Securities Valuation Office. 
6 In these jurisdictions, the legal frameworks governing the issuance of covered bonds spell out several 
requirements. such as the type of institutions allowed to issue covered bonds, the types of assets eligible for cover 
pools. and the priority rights of covered bondholders against such assets in the event of issuer insolvency. FITCH 
RA TIN OS, ABCs OF U.S. COVERED BONDS I. 5 (Sept. 3. 2008). 
1 

In the U.S., where no statutory framework for covered bonds exists, the Department of Treasury issued a Best 
Practices Guide in July 2008 that offers recommended guidelines for the issuance of residential mortgage covered 
bonds. These guidelines. despite having no effect of law, offer insight into what types of covered bonds are 
considered high quality. Although other non-statutory jurisdictions may not have similar guidance, the Treasury 
guide may provide useful generdl insights. 
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A K-Note matches our covered bond description and, more importantly, satisties the Key 
Principles. K-Notes are issued by a bankruptcy-remote trust on behalf of a party requesting the 
issuance of such K-Notes for collateral purposes. Like covered bonds, K-Notes offer more than 
one means of recourse to their holders. K-Notes are supported by a first lien on a portfolio of 
readily marketable securities that are subject to standardized haircuts, daily marginjng, and asset 
pool adjustment-similar to the '·cover pools" of covered bonds. This asset pool of securities 
from which K-Notes may draw is just as, if not more, liquid than the asset pools of covered 
bonds, which are generally comprised of loans. In addition. holders of K-Notes have full 
recourse to not only the K-Note issuer (the "'K-Note Sponsor"),8 but also to two or more 
independent qualifying financial institutions9 that assume joint and several unconditional 
payment obligations in respect of the K-Notes in the event that tb.e counterparty fails to pay and 
its margined securities (which arc subject to a haircut) prove inadequate upon liquidation to 
satisfy the beneficiary's claim. This is superior to a covered bondholder's recourse to only the 
issuer of such covered bonds and the covered bond issuer's portfolio of, typically, relatively 
illiquid loan assets. The K-Note Sponsor and the supporting qualifying financial institutions 
would be legally obligated to make payment to the noteholder in satisfaction of a demand for 
redemption no later (following such demand) than the end of a normal settlement cycle for the 
pledged securities supporting the K-Note. 10 

Reviewing the criteria offered by the BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements, the 
unconditional payment obligations of qualifying financial institutions, along v,.ith the first lien on 
the pool of marketable securities and rapid settlement, satisfy the first Key Principle of high 
liquidity. The dual recourse nature of K-Notes, standardized haircuts, daily margining 
procedures, and the bankruptcy-remote status of the issuer satisfY the second Key Principle of 
holding value in times of fmancial stress. The third Key Principle, avoiding adverse correlation, 
is met by program rules requiring that qualifying financial institutions must be unrelated to the 
client who is required to put up the collateral. For these reasons, we ask the CFTC to endorse the 
view that obligations of structures like the K-Note program qualify as eligible collateral under 
the BIS/IOSCO Proposed Requirements (as a "high 1uality covered bond"), as well as under any 
final implementing rules that the CFTC might adopt. 1 

8 The K-Note Sponsor will in all cases be guaranteed by the counterparty in question and in many cases guaranteed 
by a highly rated affiliate or the parent of the counterparty. 
9 

Karson proposes that any of the following be recognized as a qualifying financial institution: an entity authorized 
by its relevant regulator to undertake the proposed activity that is a bank, as defined in Section 3(a)(6) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the ·'Exchange Act"). a banking institution organized under the laws of a non-U.S. 
jurisdiction that maintains at least US$1 billion of regulatory capital, or an insurance or reinsurance company that is 
subject to supervision as such by the insurance commission (or similar regulatory authority or agency) of a State of 
the United States. by the United States or an agency or instrumentality thereof or by a financial services regulatory 
authority of a 020 member government. 
10 

Market participants would, of course, be free to stipulate a shorter payment timeframe, which K-Notes could be 
structured to accommodate. 
11 

As in our March Letter. we note the need for complementary capital treatment as part of this endorsement. March 
Letter. at 3-4. 
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As always, we would be delighted to have tht! opportunity to answer any questions that 
the CFTC may have about the K-Note prob>Tam. Please contact our counsel. Joshua Cohn or 
Curtis Doty of Mayer Brown LLP (212-506-2500), to arrange such a discussion. 

' 

cc: Jennifer J. Johnson, Secretary 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
20th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.\\'. 
Washington, DC 20551 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
250 E. Street, S.\V. 
Mail Stop 2-3 
Washington, DC 20219 

Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary 
Attention: Comments 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20429 

Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel 
Attention: Comments!RIN 2590-AA45 
Federal Housing Finance Agency 
Fourth Floor. 1700 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20552 

Gary K. Van Meter, Acting Director 
Office of Regulatory Policy 
Farm Credit Administration 
1501 Farm Credit Drive 
McLean, VA 221 02 



March 26, 2012 

David A. Sta\\>ick. Secretary 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
1155 21st Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20581 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

250 E. Street, S. W. 
?v!ail Stop 2-3 

Washington, DC 20219 

Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel 
Attention: Comrnents/R1N 2590-AA45 
Federal Housing Finance Agency 
Fourth Floor, 1700 G Street, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20552 

KarsonCollateral 

Jennifer J. Johnson. Secretary 
Board of Governors ofthe Federal Reserve 

System 
20th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20551 

Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary 

Attention: Comments 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street, N.W. 
Washin&,rton, DC 20429 

Gary K. Van Meter, Acting Director 
Office of Regulatory Policy 
Farm Credit Administration 

1501 Farm Credit Drive 
McLean, VA 221 02 

Re: Margin and Capital Requirements for Covered Swap Entities, Board Docket No. R-1415. 
Docket No. OCC-2011-0008, FDIC RIN 3064-AD79, Fl-IFA RIN 2590-AA45. FCA RlN 
3052-AC69; Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap Dealers and Major Swap 
Participants, CFTC RIN 3038-AC97; Capital Requirements of Swap Dealers and Major 
Swap Participants, CFTC RIN 3038- AD54. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission c··CFTC'") individually and the several 
prudential regulatory agencies1 jointly (the '·Joint Agencies") have proposed rules for margin on 
uncleared swaps for swap dealers and major swap participants (""swap entities")2 subject to their 

1 The prudential regulatory agencies are the Board of Governors ofthe Federal Reserve System (the ··Board'"). 
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (the "OCC"), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the 
.. FD1C'). the Federal !lousing Finance Agency (the .. FHFA") and the Fann Credit Administration (the "FCA"). 
~ ln the context of the Joint Agencies· Proposed Rules, we use the tenn "swap entity" to refer also to security-based 
s·wap dealers and major security-based swap participants. 
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respective jurisdictions (the "Proposed Rules'}3 These rules are intended to give eftect 
to provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. 

The CFTC and Joint Agency releases accompanying the Proposed Rules both specifically 
asked whether the types of eligible collateral should be broadened to include asset-backed or 
guaranteed securities.4 Both the CFTC and the Joint Agencies received numerous comments to 
the effect that market participants will have difficulty sourcing adequate quantities of the types of 
assets actually deemed eligible under the Proposed Rules.~ The issue is not unwillingness to 
provide margin. lt is simply tht: costs and difficulties associated with obtaining eligible assets. 

It is these comments that have caused Karson Collateral to write at this time. We 
understand that the comment period with respect to the Proposed Rules expired some time ago. 
We are hopeful that the CFTC and the Joint Agencies, however, will find our letter to be 
infonnative and take it into account in finalizing the Proposed Rules. 

Karson Collateral, through its affiliates is an established provider of collateral solutions 
to the regulated insurance and reinsurance markets. Karson' s form of structured collateral, a K
Note. has been reviewed and approved for use to secure the obligations of offshore reinsurance 
companies to their domestic insurance clients. A properly structured K-Note should satisfy the 
goals set out in the releases accompanying the Proposed Rules for eligible collateral that may 
serve as initial or variation margin. 

Furthermore, we believe that an affirmative answer to the question of broadening the 
types of eligible collateral under the Proposed Rules will ease the concerns of those commenting 
on the dif1iculty of sourcing eligible collateral. We can offer an "asset backed structured 
collateral instrument" that the CFTC and the Agencies will find safe and secure, and that market 
participants will find easy and attractive to use to satisfy the regulatory mandate. We speak in 
tenns of offering an instrument knowing that the CFTC and the Joint Agencies will be most 
interested in finding a generic means of achieving the prudential goals of the Proposed Rules in a 
practical way. Consistently, we ask the CFTC and the Joint Agencies to include in their final 
rules clear criteria for acceptable structured collateral offerings, or to provide a continuing 
procedure for staff review and approval of such offerings on a case-by-case basis. 

3 The Proposed Rules are included in Margin and Capital Requirements for Covered Swap Entities, Board Docket 
No. R-1415, Docket No. OCC-2011-0008, FDIC RIN 3064-AD79, FHFA RIN 2590-AA45. FCA RIN 3052-AC69. 
76 Fed. Reg. 27654 (May 11 , 2011) (the ''PR Release'') and Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap 
Dealers and Major Swap Participants, CFTC RJN 3038-AC97, 76 Fed. Reg. 23732 (April28, 20 II) (the ''CFTC 
Release"). 
4 Sec question 59( a) of the PR Release. 76 Fed. Reg. at 27578 ("Should the types of eligib le collateral listed be 
broadened to include other types of assets (e.g. securities backed by high-quality mortgages or issued with a third
party guarantee)?'"): CFTC Release, 76 Fed. Reg. at 23741 (same). 
• See, e.g., letter of the American Council of Life Insurers to the Joint Agencies and the CFTC, dated July II. 2011 . 
pp. 4-8; letter of the Committee on Investment of Employee Benefit Assets to the Joint Agencies, dated July 11. 
2011, pp. 13-1 4. 

2 
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Karson Collateral proposes that the types of securities eligible to be posted as initial or 
variation margin (by all categories of counterparty, including swap entities and fmancial and 
non-financial entities and end users) should include redeemable demand notes, redemption 
payments under which are jointly supforted by the unconditional payment obligations of one or 
more qualifying financial institutions and by a pool of readily marketable underlying pledged 
securities (which securities on their ov.n may not qualify as eligible collateral under the Proposed 
Rules). The note issuer and the supporting qualifying financial institution or institutions would 
be legally obligated to make payment to the noteholder in satisfaction of a demand for 
redemption no later following the demand than the end of a normal settlement cycle for the 
pledged securities supporting the note. 7 

Obviously, such notes must be issued through a program offering structural and 
management safeguards appropriate to assure performance in stressed circumstances. Haircuts, 
monitoring of pledged securities value and multiple overlays of protection are key elements in 
eliminating risk to the parties and the financial system. 

Karson Collateral believes that use of the proposed form of redeemable note would 
mitigate systemic risk by diversifying the sources of liquidity that could be accessed in a distress 
scenario. This diversification is twofold -- our proposal not only broadens tbe types of securities 
that would ultimately be liquidated but also aJlows for the potential absorption of liquidity risks 
through the qualifying financial institutions' ov.n liquidity reserves. Thus, liquidity stresses are 
shared between the securities markets and qualifying financial institution balance sheets. 

An instrument v.ith the characteristics described above exists and as noted above is in use 
in the insurance markets. Karson Collateral's K-Notcs (U.S. patent # 7,769,655) have been 
approved (or positively opined upon) as a qualifying asset for reserve credit for reinsurance and 
surplus relief by the Insurance Departments of 4 U.S. states, OSFI in Canada and the FSA in the 
United Kingdom. Since December 2009, U.S.$4.8 billion ofK-Note transactions have been 
concluded. The K-Note methodology of course can be varied to meet different credit and 
logistical requirements. 

We note that detennining that structured collateral will be acceptable under the Proposed 
Rules as margin will ultimately not be enough to facilitate the use of structured collateral for its 
intended purpose. In order to be competitively efficient from the perspective of swap entities, 
structured collateral must bring capital treatment to those entities on a par with other types of 

6 Karson Collateral proposes that any of the following be recognized as a qualifying financial institution: an entity 
authorized by its relevant regulator to undertake the proposed activity that is a bank. as defined in Section 3(a)(6) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ('·Exchange Act'.), a banking institution organized under the laws of a non-U.S. 
jurisdiction that maintains at least U.S.$ I billion of regulatory capital. or an insurance or reinsurance company that 
is subject to supervtsion as such by the insurance commission (or similar regulatory authority or agency) of a State 
ofthe United States, by the United States or an agency or instrumental ity thereof or by a financial services 
~egulatory authority of a G20 member government. 
' Market participants would of course be free to stipulate a shorter payment timeftamc, which K-Notes could be 
structured to accommodate. 

3 
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eligible collateral. We ask the agencies to consider this issue simultaneously with consideration 
of the fundamental eligibility of structured collateral.8 We would be delighted to have the 
opportunity to answer any questions that the CFTC or Joint Agencies may have about structured 
collateral in general or the K-Note program in particular. Please contact our counseL Joshua 
Cohn or Curtis Doty of Mayer Brovm LLP (212-506-2500), to arrange such a discussion. 

~ 
Derrell Hendrix 

t The Joint Agencies' Proposed Rules address the capital requirements of swap entities. The CFTC has issued a 
proposed rulemaking separate from its Proposed Rules to address the capital requirements of swap dealers and major 
swap participants. 76 Fed Reg. 27802 (May 12. 20 ll ). 

4 


